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smartstation™ 700-710 provides 
complete flexibility during the 

RFID conversion process 

The smartstation™ 700-710 mobile cart is 
ergonomically designed for ease of use and 
movement throughout the library, even in narrow 
aisles. It may be used with either the built-in heavy duty 
battery or a direct AC connection. smartstation™ 
700-710 allows for multiple tasks to take place in one 
location. Whether working at the shelves or near the 
circulation desk, cable management problems are 
eliminated and adjustable shelves have extra room 
for holding materials that may be pulled during a 
tagging or shelf management procedure.

Access, tag and take inventory of your library 
collection with ease... 

*Pictured is the smartstationTM 700
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Mobile tagging solution

Conversion made easy
Equipt with RFID antenna, concealed RFID 
reader, barcode scanner and electronic tag 
dispenser, the smartstation™ 700-710 makes 
conversion easy as you move through the 
shelves. 

Cable free movement
Without being limited to a power outlet, 
the smartstation™ 700-710 eliminates cable 
management problems entirely with the use 
of a heavy duty battery. 

Optional total mobile solution
The smartstock™ 110 can be added to 
maximise the functionality of this mobile 
tagging station to include inventory and 
circulation. 

Leasing option comes with laptop
If you choose to lease the smartstation™ 700-
710 during the tagging phase of your RFID 
implementation, a laptop will be provided for 
quick and easy use. 
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Software

smartstation™ 700-710 comes with our smartstation™ manager software.  The software is configured for connection to the library ILS/
LMS through SIP2 or NCIP.  Access to the library’s network via wireless connection may be required.

Dimensions (w x d x h)

smartstation™ 700                                          smartstation™ 710
Millimeters: 610 x 864 x 1,270                         Millimeters: 890 x 395 x 980 
Inches: 24 x 34 x 50                                         Inches: 35 x 16 x 39

Weight 

smartstation™ 700                                         smartstation™ 710
Kilograms: 107                                                Kilograms: 55    
Pounds: 235                           Pounds: 121  

Battery / charging power required

smartstation™ 700                                          smartstation™ 710
12 V DC                                                            230/110 V AC / ca. 110W
Duplex Outlet with 5-15R Receptacle

Options

smartstock™ 110 inventory wand 
Tag overlay label dispenser

Order code(s)

Please contact your local Bibliotheca office to confirm order codes for your specific model.

Mobile tagging solution

G-LBDA1030EN/001

*European variant, smartstationTM 710

Although we make every effort to ensure information is correct at the time of release, it is possible that specifications and features may vary or change over 
time. Bibliotheca therefore makes no representations or warranties as to the completeness or accuracy of the information contained within this document.


